Abstract. The paper establishes a double-layer classifier based on Gaussian Mixture Model and the Thayer model to divide the music style into several categories. On the basis of effective verification of experiments, the music listening experience is added into the model to analyze and normalize two-dimensional data points and the tastes of music users or playing times also can be added to obtain new three-dimensional data points. Then the Gaussian Mixture Model is employed again for classifying the new three-dimensional data points. In this way, not only can the taste changing process of users for different music be analyzed, but also the similarity among different users can be calculated. Therefore, music can be recommended properly to music users.
Introduction
With the arrival of a series of emerging media, computer networks and music penetrate into every corner of our daily life gradually and the number of music users is growing. In the huge amounts of music information environment, we need to identify and manage the music signal as well as analyze the tastes of music users. Only in this way, can we make a progress in music recommendation work.
Previous music recommendation systems just analyzed the contents contained within music itself and the effect was too fuzzy. That is because the degree of emotion embodied in different music is not same even they are in the same style. These systems only analyzed the mood of the music and they did not tell the feelings contained in music to what degree and ignored the different music tastes of music users. Therefore, the method is lack of pertinence. The classification of music styles with normalizing results proposed in this paper contributes to a specific plane coordinates of two-dimensional data points and it can reflect the level of emotion in music. Then it will format three-dimensional data points combining with users' preference taste for music in the past. The music can be recommended to users to integrate these new data points again with the Gaussian mixture model.
The System Model and Algorithm

A. The Thayer Emotion Model
It is difficult to describe accurately which kind of style a piece of music exactly belongs to because of the rhythm variability and the music signal frequency complexity. The paper divides the music signals into four categories combining with the results of previous studies. Four classification model diagrams used in the article are shown in Figure 1 , which is according to the converted Thayer model [1] . In this diagram, the vertical axis represents music emotional energy and strong indicator of the degree (shown as 'Arousal'), while the horizontal axis represents the positive or negative indicator of the music mood (shown as 'Valence'). Thus, the system coordinated with the four classifications is constructed. As is shown in Figure 1 , it makes the music signals divide into four typical styles of Exciting, Peaceful, Sad and Annoying [2] . In this classification model, Gaussian mixture model is used for music classification. Gaussian mixture model (GMM) is often used to describe mixture density distribution, in other words, it is a multiple Gaussian mixture distribution model [3] . It can easily and effectively express distribution characteristics of the same kind of data in feature space when dealing with classification problems, as the same kind of data in feature space are both in discreteness and concentration [4] . The Gaussian mixture model can simulate density distribution of arbitrary shape, no matter it is smooth or close [5] . That is why it has often been used in voice, image recognition and other aspects in recent years and got a great achievement.
C. EM Algorithm
Assume X {X t , t=1, 2, … K} as a given feature vector sequence for training, while the likelihood of GMM can be express as
The purpose of training is to find a group of λ to make maximum of P(X|λ). EM algorithm is employed as a solution method because the calculation for the Gaussian mixture model is large and usually λ is a nonlinear function.
D. Feature Extraction of the Music Signal
There are some researches indicating that Mel Frequency Cepstrum Coefficient (MFCC) can be used as better classifications for audio features and it can improve the accuracy of the classification of audio [6] . According to the previous research experience, the paper will set the order of MFCC as 13. The analysis of short-term energy of the music provides an appropriate description method for rules of amplitude variation [7] . Short time average zero-crossing rate method refers to calculation of the average number of time that each frame signal goes through zero values, and its essence is the number of changing times of music signal sampling point. Short-term autocorrelation method is that we cut out some sample points of the music signal to get a signal by a short time window. Spectral centroid is the weighted average of the each component amplitude of the spectrum, which is equivalent to the spectral distribution of the 'centroid'. Spectral flux is defined as the second-order distance of spectrum amplitude difference of the adjacent frames and reflects the size of spectral changes between adjacent frames [8] . Sub-band characteristics divided each frame short time spectrum into seven sub-bands in accordance with the rules of the octave and collected the maximum frequency component, the minimum frequency component and average value of each sub band into signature sequence. Thus, each frame has twenty-one dimensional characteristic values. It can effectively express spectral energy distribution of each sub-band. Before experiment, it is necessary to preprocess the music. In order to calculate conveniently in this paper, every piece of music only extracts the music clips lasting 30 seconds that represents the most characteristics. It needs to do pre-emphasis, normalization and window frame after extracting fragments. The coefficient of the pre-emphasis of the paper is -0.9375 and it is added to the hamming window. The number of Gaussian mixture model class is 32. Too many classes will cause a burden of training and fitting and too few classes will not capture enough the music features on the contrary. Under the condition of the sampling frequency of 44100 by default, the frame length is 1024 and the frame is 512. There are 10 training music moods and 40 songs in total. Each emotion types have 5 test songs and 20 songs in total.
B. The Experimental Process
First, the models of GMMV + and GMMV -for the positive and negative shaft ends are established respectively, which represent the emotional intensity. The high intensity training samples are employed, which illustrate the Annoying and Exciting feelings to train GMMV + and the low intensity training samples of Sad and Peaceful mood are used to train GMMV -. The two models represent the strong positive and the negative mood. In the same way, models of GMMV + and GMMV -on the both ends of the shaft of Valence are set, which express positive and negative emotions. In the process of the experiment, a two-layer classifier is formed. A test sample first determines the mood's intensity after the first layer classifier and it determines the positive and negative emotions after the second classifier. Usually when it comes to the question of multiple classifiers, it will cause the value allocation problem. For the distribution of the weights in the paper, seven tests are implemented to observe the effect of classifications under different weights and comparisons.
C. The Experimental Results
Several experiments were implemented for seven different weights. The weight distribution of arousal and the weight distribution of valence are shown in Table 1 Take the song of 'Best friend' as an example, a plane radar map is shown in Figure2. Fig.2 . Radar map of 'Best friend' The value on GMMV -and GMMA + shafts is big for this piece of music. As we can see from Figure 2 obviously, it accounts for a larger area in the first quadrant, which represents the exciting mood and it meets the audience's perceptions of the song of 'Best friend'.
The Similarity Detection for the User Model
A. The Data Normalization Take GMMV + as an example to illustrate the process of data normalization to extract the feature parameters for the user played music. Set the characteristic vector for the V shaft as C xv , for the GMMV + model, the posteriori probability provided the parameter of θ v + is log p(C xv | θ v + ). When the model parameter is θ v + , the maximum posteriori probability should be the value in θ v + for the training feature vector C v + of GMMV + and it is shown as follows.
The minimum value is:
The data point of C, which is normalized with data points in axis of V + is shown as follows.
where, K presents the number of training model samples. In the same way, the normalized data points of C in the axis of V -are:
Therefore, the normalized data points of C in V-axis are:
Similarly, the normalized data point of C(a) of C can be obtained from A-axis. There are two-dimensional data points of C(v,a). A new music analysis data point of C(v,a,q) can be obtained when the users' preference setting or the times of playing is added to the V-A plane, which can be expressed as Q. Figure 3 that the playing times are few for the lower arousal and the playing times are more for the higher arousal and higher valence. The preference of a user for the different types of music can be analyzed from the clustering results. The clustering results and the time-stamping can find the preference variation process of the different types of music for a user and then music can be recommended to the user unpredictability. Similarities between user A and user B is:
Therefore, the similarity between model A and model B is: 
where, SIM (A, B) presents the similarities between user A and user B. With the information, we can calculate the similarity to judge the same preference points for difficult users, such as pn p p GMM GMM GMM  , , 2 1 , and then popularize to the new music.
Conclusion
Based on previous music sentiment analysis, the paper normalized posterior probability of testing music with the known model parameters and added the users' preferences to the three-dimensional data. It can be seen from the simulation results that the radar map can show the main emotion contained in a song, which shows that the double classifier is effective. It can analyze the user's preference about different mood music using Gaussian mixture model in three-dimensional data, which can be targeted to achieve music recommendation.
